2018-19 Program Review – Instructional
Program Overview
Please verify the mission statement for your program. If there is no mission statement listed, please add it
here.
Program Mission: Merritt’s Art Department seeks to maintain its reputation for educational excellence while
embracing and incorporating contemporary culture, materials and methods. We engage students of different ages,
genders, ethnicities, life experiences and artistic awareness in developing a creative intelligence through exposure
to the history and practice of visual arts. Through classroom instruction, we advance students’ knowledge of human
aesthetics, awareness of sensory information, strategies for creative problem solving, and give them the technical
skills to function successfully as artists in the community, in a variety of ways both traditional and nontraditional.
List your Faculty and/or Staff

Full Time Faculty:
•

Sheila Metcalf Tobin

Part Time Faculty:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dianne Jones
Crystal Kamoroff
Mark Leavitt
Liesa Lietzke
Sean Nash
Natasha Medvedev
Martha Storm
Pamela Thomas
Pablo Villicana

The Program Goals below are from your most recent Program Review or APU. If none are listed, please
add your most recent program goals. Then, indicate the status of this goal, and which College and District
goal your program goal aligns to. If your goal has been completed, please answer the follow up question
regarding how you measured the achievement of this goal.

Program Goals:
I.

Improve quality, completion rate and repetition of assessment: Schedule training
sessions with assessment specialists scheduled for all faculty to attend. Creation of
Assessment Calendar to include regular reminders sent out each semester.

The Art Department reached 100% SLO assessment for the 2014-2017 assessment cycle.
Refining and updating of SLO’s for multiple class sections continues as we prepare to
transition to CurricUnet Meta. Assessment plans are requested from all faculty at the
beginning each semester with better success after implementation of SLOAC’s
assessment form and deadline for submitting.
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In our assessment process, we are assessing and making changes based on student
performance and feedback to improve learning and student success. Not all instructors
regularly participate in assessment each semester or year. The Art Department
currently consists of 1 full time faculty and 9 adjunct faculty members. Even after
attempts to encourage part time faculty and set timelines for submitting assessment
plans some faculty do not comply.
II.

Develop more collaborative projects within class curriculum and add more studio art
classes that will bring more students and art to the Merritt campus like Introduction to
Mural Arts and Studio Arts Laboratory. NEW: Diversify Art History offerings to provide
more variety of GE requirements for students and improve department productivity.

Development of Studio Arts classes is ongoing has we strategize on how to best serve our
demographics.

With the assistance of Campus Researcher Samantha Kessler we conducted a
Student Survey in Fall 2018 to collect better data about our students and their
experiences at Merritt College.
Art 7 African American Art History successfully offered since Fall 2016. Enrollment has been
steadily increasing each semester with maximum enrollment achieved in Spring 2019.
2 sections of Art 1 Online have run successfully since the Spring 2017. Modern Art History, Art 4
is currently being offered Online as a regular and late start class. Art 3 has been approved and
will be offered in Fall 2019 as part of our Studio Arts AA-T.
III.

Update equipment in both ceramics and 2D art studios to provide dependable
resources and technology for student learning.

Completed August 2017: Request for Instructional Equipment money to replace old and
outdated gas kilns in our Ceramics facility and replace old and/or broken easels in our 2D studio
were fulfilled during the Spring and Summer of 2017.
In Fall 2018 a student volunteer and her husband repaired 10 easels with a clever system to keep
the easel tray from slipping saving the Art Department hundreds of dollars in replacement costs.
Also Fall 2018 the A122 classroom computer was updated. Unfortunately the update took place
without advanced notice so many instructional images and presentations were lost.
IV.

Integrate ARTS program and activities across curriculum and campus. Bring more ART
to Merritt campus via displays of student artwork campus wide.
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The Art department sponsored and/or assisted in several art exhibitions during both Fall
and Spring semesters of 2016, 2017 and 2018. In Fall 2018 we hosted the first faculty
and staff exhibition in the S352 gallery space. Two of the participating faculty sold work
as a result of the exhibition.
This year marks the 20th Anniversary of the Show of Merritt. At this year’s opening
reception we will honor the show’s creator Dorcas Moulton.
During Fall 2017 work has begun to reinstate the Merritt Student Art Club. Their first
event was presenting artwork for show and sale during the Horticulture Departments
Fall Plant Sale.
Update Spring 2019: MASA dissolved as a formal Merritt Student Club because the
members found it too difficult and meaningless to adhere to the current ASMC guidelines
such as being required to participate in an NFL themed event.
Several more Art History course offerings have been added to increase GE requirement options
in our course offerings.
V.

Continuing Spring 2019: Updated Arts Foundation Certificate of Achievement and
Studio Arts Transfer Degree is listed in review process with a few steps remaining for
completion.

Describe your current utilization of facilities, including labs and other space
Currently the Art department is well utilizing the A122 2D and A133 3D studio classrooms to offer all studio
lecture/lab classes except Botanical Drawing which is offered in the Horticulture Building. Classes are offered every
day except Thursday in A122 and three days out of 6 in A133.
We plan to successfully offer a new ceramics class in Fall 2019 to increase our offerings and better utilize our ceramics
studio. We will also be increasing the use of A122 by offering 2D design on Thursdays in Fall 2019 as part of preparing
to officially offer the Studio Arts Transfer Degree at Merritt.
The Art department also currently offers two art history classes on campus and will add an Art 3 History of Western
Art in Fall 2019 which is another requirement of the Studio Arts AA-T which will require the use of a lecture
classroom.
It has been determined that the A Building is slated for demolition in the near future and the Art Department along
with other A Building programs requested that a new building be constructed before demolition occurs so the we may
move our program to a new facility that can accommodate the special use classrooms like our ceramics studio (A133)
and drawing and painting studio (A122). We have also requested in our APU and previous APR to be included in all
decision-making processes that will impact our program and our constituents.
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Enrollment Trends
Fall, Spring and Summer sessions from 2015-2018

Fall Semesters 2015 - 2017

Spring Semesters 2016-2018
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Summer Semesters 2015-2017

Enrollment Trends Power BI dashboard
Note: Please consider the most recent 3 years when answering the questions below.
Set the filters above to your discipline, and discuss enrollment trends over the past three years
Enrollment in the Art Department has increased steadily over the last 3 years when looking at Fall, Spring and
Summer sessions combined. Steady increase in Fall. Slight decrease in Spring semesters between 2016-17 and
2017-18. Significant increase in Summer from 2015-16 to 2017-18. Since adding Art 1 and Art 4 to our summer
offerings the summer session shows significant growth in both enrollment and productivity.
Set the filter above to consider whether the time of day each course is offered meets the needs of
students.

Art 1 and Art 7 Regular Session early am Campus Offerings
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Art 20 Beginning Drawing and Composition 10am-4pm weekday

Art 166 Beginning Botanical Drawing 1-5pm afternoon weekday
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Art 208 Fundamentals of Ceramics offered evenings 6-10pm

Art 1 Online

Are courses scheduled in a manner that meets student needs and demands? How do you know?
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The only evidence available in the data provided to determine whether we are offering courses at times of day that
meet the needs of our students is the overall enrollment in the classes we are offering. Several charts are included
here that show specific classes offered in the early morning, day time, evening and online that indicate through the
steady or increasing enrollment that they meet the needs of most of our students.
Examples:
The Art 20 sequence of classes was changed from Tues/Thurs scheduling to Wednesday and enrollment has
increased.
Early morning and Online Art History offerings have far better enrollment than afternoon offerings. We have not
experimented in the last several years with offering evening sections of Art History.
Our evening and Saturday offerings have been unpredictable. Some of this was due to the untimely death and
retirement of long time instructors. Both are running successfully this semester.
Describe effective and innovative teaching strategies used by faculty to increase student learning and
engagement.
Art department faculty utilize a variety of teaching methods to increase student learning and engagement. Prime
among them are practical demonstrations of materials and techniques, visual examples from historical and
contemporary artists, assignments that set objectives to demonstrate knowledge and skill of materials and
technique, dialog and discussion in small and large groups reviewing content and objectives, shared experiences of
current exhibitions and documentaries on artists and their lives, and sharing individual artistic achievements such
as grant awards and public exhibitions. The Art department also continuously promotes the artwork of students
and faculty by organizing regular exhibitions on campus in the S352 shell space/gallery and supports student led
efforts to organize and exhibit their work at other public venues.

How is technology used by the discipline, department?
PowerPoint presentations are used in most classes to provide visual examples from contemporary and historical
artists exemplifying use of methods and materials used within our 2D and 3D courses. Classroom computers are
used for internet research by instructors during presentations as well as by students for individual projects. Office
printer is regularly used to print and reproduce imagery for students to use as resource material for creating
artwork.
How does the discipline, department, or program maintain the integrity and consistency of academic
standards with all methods of delivery, including face to face, hybrid, and Distance Education courses?
All instructors participate in some form of professional development with regards to pedagogy, equity and/or
skills. The instructors teaching the art studio classes continue to practice and develop their artwork and
knowledge of new media and techniques. Among them most are exhibiting their work in a variety of public
venues.
Information regarding opportunities to participate in college wide campaigns around access, equity, assessment
etc. are regularly shared with faculty. As an example of their responsiveness, all of our online Art history faculty
are currently working together and sharing resources to incorporate free OER resources into their curriculum, one
of them taking a leading role in the early efforts to raise faculty participation. In addition, all faculty are regularly
evaluated by other faculty within the department.
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Curriculum
Please review your course outlines of record in CurricUNet Meta to determine if they have been updated
or deactivated in the past three years. Specify when your department will update each one, within the next
three years.
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CurriQunet Meta

Please summarize the Discipline, Department or program of study plans for curriculum plans for
improvement. Below, please provide details for individual course improvement. Add plans for new courses
here.
The Art Department chair has been working to update the courses and programs designated to complete in 2018.
Many, but not all updates that were designated were accomplished but others not designated like Art 22 and Art 202
were updated. Faculty have been contacted on several occasions to review SLO’s and provide updated texts with only
minimal responses.
Ceramic Sculpture and Ceramics Certificate of Proficiency: The long-time instructor for Ceramic Sculpture retired
last spring and we did not offer it in Fall 2018. A new instructor was recently hired and she has been given the course
outlines for all sections so that she can review the course content and update SLO’s and Texts. In addition to the
retirement of faculty our primary ceramic instructor had to take a semester off due to a family emergency. She will
return next semester and work with other new ceramic adjunct faculty to review and change the Ceramics Certificate
of Proficiency to a Certificate of Achievement.
Art 66, 67 and 68 Pastel Drawing
The instructor who taught these courses for Merritt retired before the Fall 2018 semester. A new instructor was
recently hired. We will work together in Spring 2019 to update curriculum SLO’s and texts. We will also discuss the
possibility of adding Intermediate and Advanced sections so our dedicated students can continue their progress. This
is the only pastel drawing class offered in the Bay Area.
Deactivations
Proposals to deactivate Art 12, 803 and Art 804 have recently been launched. Art 39 A-D and Art 64 A-D have been
deactivated.
New Curriculum and Programs: Three new courses were added to our curriculum Art 3 History of Wester Art:
Renaissance to Contemporary, Art 47 3-D Design and Art 137 Beginning Figure Drawing as part of the work required
to establish the Studio Arts AA-T at Merritt. The Arts Foundation Certificate has been approved as a Certificate of
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Achievement. During Spring 2019 DE addendums will be created for Art 3 and Art 7 so that we can try to offer them
to our online art history offerings.
Art 15 California Art History
This class was once offered in collaboration with the Oakland Art Museum and the Art Department with the assistance
of our dedicated Art History instructor Dianne Jones is working to reestablish this relationship with the intention to
offer Art 15 as a hybrid that meets at the Museum. We hope to begin offering this class again in the Spring or Fall
of 2020.
Noncredit: As part of exploring Noncredit options in an effort to find a solution for our life-long learning population
the Art department chair attended a Noncredit Workshop at Mt. SAC Thursday, November 30, 2017 and learned
many programs are successfully offering noncredit courses concurrently with credit courses to better serve
underserved populations. The Art department is specifically researching this possibility as a solution for lifelong
learners.
In Fall 2018 the Art department chair in collaboration with campus researcher Samantha Kessler created an online
survey for Art department students to try and collect qualitative and quantitative data about who we are serving, why
they are taking classes with us and how they benefit. The link to the survey was shared with students by their
instructors. We were delayed in receiving the results by over a month because the company, Qualtrics, who provided
the platform for the survey did not receive payment for their services from the Peralta Community College District.
Some of the results are shared here to represent how our students responded.
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Q4 - In a few sentences, please explain why you enroll in ART classes at Merritt or what your goals are
for taking these classes. (1000 character limit)










I am a lifelong learner interested in pursuing in-depth studies in art. I am now taking my art into the community.
I am retired and am loving learning to do art. My goal is to continue to enjoy it and to get better at it.
My goal is to expand my art skills, learn new methods, use new techniques and materials. I want to have an
environment that my art work can be critiqued and viewed in different ways and by different methods. I want to learn.
I initially enrolled in classes because I unexpectedly lost my job and was exploring options for this new phase of my
life. I had put aside art for many years in order to focus on family and career. At first, I was looking just for technical
instruction. However, after just a few weeks, I realized that I was being given the rare gift of a introduction into, and
immersion in, a whole new way of looking at and interacting with the world. That world view -- a way of seeing the
world -- has become a foundation of my future goals. I now plan on making art a central part of my life.
I need the camaraderie and structure of a class studio to maintain time to pursue my education in painting. To develop
processes for painting. To practice painting and explore what I can do with painting as an art form.
want to get an AA degree. I have a BS and an ADN, and worked as a nurse until becoming disabled. I'm exploring a
master’s degree, and the Associates in Art helps me get closer to that goal.
If I do not enroll in Art classes at Merritt I tend not to do art at all. These classes are affordable to me whereas others
would be beyond my limited income. My goal is to keep going learning different techniques and mediums. As a senior
it is so important to try new things and stay connected to others. The classes at Merritt allow me to do this.

Q5 - In a few sentences, please explain how these ART classes have benefited you personally,
professionally, or other ways that are important to your quality of life. (1000 character limit)








The personal benefits are the knowledge and satisfaction of being able to express myself. To expand my experiences
with art as related to horticulture. Through these classes I have learned to examine objects, like plants, more closely.
This has also helped ,professionally, as a landscape consultant to better design landscapes and to show my customers,
quickly, what plants to use and where to plant said plants.
I work full time and don't have a space to do art. Taking classes offers me structure and time to learn and work. And
taking classes is challenging (in a good way) and rewarding. Because the quality of teaching is so high, I learn a lot in
a short time. The camaraderie of the other students is a boost, too.
As a retired teacher, I am now able to explore personal interests, and Merritt College has allowed me the opportunity
to begin a whole new career in art. I've shown my work in local and national competitions, giving credit to Merritt
every step of the way. When community colleges were established, classes were offered to all segments of the
population, especially returning students. Our culture has always offered people a second chance, and I hope Merritt
College will continue in this tradition.
As stated above, I love learning to do art.
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It takes many years of sculpting to develop skill and artistic vision and language. I am still learning a lot from the
excellent instructors about laze, controlling clay plasticity, mentors of construction and skills involved in sculpting
from life.
The classes have not only helped me in my independent work but have introduced me to a community of artists who,
like me want to learn from others, enjoy critique time, and appreciate the demonstrations and expertise of the teachers.
I have also set up a small art group for kids in my house using the ideas and materials I’ve learned and used in my
classes. My life is enriched and full of new artists friends that I love to be with even when we are not doing art!

Q6 - In a few sentences, how would you describe your ART community at Merritt College? Also, how do
the classes or community benefit from the diversity of the community?(1000 character limit)















We are all ages, races, backgrounds, economic status, histories.
This is my first class at Merritt College and I look forward to getting to know some of the other students.
My instructors, particularly Sheila Metcalf, have created a real sense of community in the class. I particularly treasure
the opportunity to work with and talk to people I otherwise probably wouldn't interact with. Of note are long
conversations I've had with students in their early 20s about school and their career goals. I hope I've been able to pass
on some useful career suggestions and contacts from my 30+ year professional career.
The Art community is very pleasant, it feels friendly, warm and open. I benefit from the diversity of the community
because everyone brings their world and experience to their projects, and things are shared without judging and with
respect for each other.
I like that community colleges are open to young and old, from all walks of life and different areas of knowledge and
experiences. It enriches the discussions in group settings and one on one when discussing the work being produced.
I find the class a haven from the troubles of the outside world. It appears by observation to have a wide range of ages
and to be ethically and racially diverse. I am a shy person, and have never taken an art class. I don’t know that I would
describe it as an art community, for me personally. I do see that other students know each other well. I also appreciate
the formal feedback given in class.
In all the art classes I have taken I have found the student and teachers both create a comfortable environment. The
more advance students are extremely willing to share their knowledge and are very encouraging. All the teacher I have
had are also very helpful and encouraging as well. The diversity of the art community has brought long time
understanding and delight in the different way different people see the same object. It's a great community.
I have continued to come to Merritt because the diverse community is stimulating. If I were to paint with a small group
of artists in a studio, I would not find the range of ages, ethnicities, and races. It would be a more stagnant group. I
love the new people who come and go, but we still have a core group of experienced students who are present to
model techniques for new students. The give and take is exciting for everyone.
I love the diversity of the classes, old and young, experienced and newcomers, different ethnic groups, all wanting to
be creative. We support each other and help each other. Some of the oldest are in their 80s and the youngest barely 20.
It’s how we want the world to be. We help and accept everyone and so do the teachers.

Q7 - In a few sentences, please explain how you use the knowledge and skills you've learned in your
ART classes? (1000 character limit)









I’ve made drawings for family members.
I am working on the many ways to embrace and own the skills, methods and materials that are presented for
consideration.
I am applying the skills I have learned to my art to create pieces that are more appealing to an audience.
Based on the knowledge and skills learned, and the support and encouragement of faculty mentors, I have become a
proficient painter and regularly show and sell my work.
I have transferred my skills from class into other areas, such as fabric and quilt making. Mostly, I continue to work at
home and share my products with family and friends. I have participated in the college art shows.
Have joined with other artist that show their work throughout the Bay Area.it
I hope someday to show and sell my work. That goal becomes more real as I get more involved in this community.
This is not my first fore in to the art world. I actually have an undergraduate degree in Printmaking from a somewhat
prestigious art school. But while I was trained in technique I never got the encouragement to believe in myself and
what I was doing. This community, and maturity, has helped me believe in my work. It’s a great gift.
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While I was working, I included quite a bit of art history and occasionally, studio art in teaching. Currently, I am
training as a docent for the Fine Arts Museum in San Francisco, and my knowledge and skills derived from studio
work and art history has helped me to better understand and interpret art in the galleries.

Q8 - How has a change in repeatability regulations for ART classes impacted you? (1000character limit)
Devastated! Horrible and unacceptable! I am so sad and sorry and puzzled. Why must we stop! We are so eager and willing to
pay more and support Merritt and we can’t see how classes can continue without those of us who have the time, energy and
willingness to pay being there!! What is the problem????
Only being able to take a class one time does not speak to the artistic growth that the classes provide. I am not able to understand
the concepts some times. When that happens, I miss the growth opportunities that available. I need to take that class again, listen
again, practice and interact with the students and staff. Retaking a class does not negatively affect the class. It allows for better
participation and ultra present participation. Not being able to take classes again is a very limiting and poor policy that
negatively impacts all art students.
This limit is a slap in the face of “lifetime learning”. This limit may apply to an algebra or nursing class where there is specific
knowledge to learn and memorize. It does not apply to an explorative process which Art is. If an art class was only teaching
specific techniques for paint application, you could learn it and leave. But I have rarely been taught techniques. Studio art classes
give you the space to figure out what you want to paint and then explore what techniques are available to help you achieve that
essence you are after. I benefit from learning techniques taught to others as applied to the work they are doing. I’m sure others
benefit from hearing commentary or process development on my painting endeavors. Being told that because I did not fail a
painting class means that I can never take it again is just nonsense.
Unfortunately, I'm not sure what these regulations are. Probably if they are very restrictive, that will impact me in terms of how
many times I can take some of these classes. That would be very unfortunate!
I miss my art classes. It has forced me to go elsewhere to practice art. There is no sense of community in the other places I have
gone to. My growth as an artist has stopped unfortunately, because I need a place that is dedicated like the one at Merritt.
This year may be the last I will enroll at Merritt.
I am nearing the point of no longer being able to register for the classes most important to me, meaning I may have to stop taking
any classes, as other outlets are beyond my economic means.
I would like to repeat classes without restriction. Developing as an artist is a lifelong journey.
It is very disappointing to be cut off after a certain number of class repeats. Art is something that you must continue to work at.
It is not like learning math skills that you go forth and produce. Art is constantly practicing and refining. And to do this with a
group of friends is fabulous.
It's horrible. I won’t be able to continue with this current regulation. I strongly feel this should change. Its not right to turn away
people from learning more about what they enjoy or are passionate about.
I cannot continue to grow as a painter; the fellow students as well as instructors provide valuable guidance and inspiration for me
to continue to grow as an artist. There is NO support for life-long learning with the current regulations. Learning art is not a
linear progression, so that repeating classes always provides new insights.
Taking away repeatability has been cruel and counter-productive. It has made it difficult for me to keep working at art. I have to
do most of my work in isolation in my tiny apartment. I miss the camaraderie, space, and readily available instruction, feedback,
information sharing, and work relationships that the Merritt community provides. It has led to many artists disappearing from
Merritt. Art isn't a curriculum you master and then it's redundant to repeat. Art is something you keep learning. Repeatability
grows skills and provides the necessary community we artists need to keep going as we age. I have always hoped to be part of
the Merritt art community my whole life. As I age, living on a limited income, I have no other place to continue my art life with
others at my level. And I have no other options for intellectual/artistic stimulation that helps keep my old brain working and my
life energy energetic.
Repeatability regulations for art classes have impacted me terribly. Even though I am just in my third semester of botanical
drawing, a skill which takes many years to develop, I have been told that I only have one more semester to go; otherwise I will
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be kicked out of that class. Merritt Community has the only botanical drawing classes that I can commute to from Berkeley. No
other community college offers botanical drawing classes. Where can I go after Merritt? Other places just offer workshops,
which are inconvenient, expensive and inadequate. I am really frustrated because I don't know where to go after the botanical
drawing sequence ends.
__________________________________________

These results of the survey combined with enrollment data provided from the BI Tool show us that most of our
students are in the category of 65 or over. The students that responded to the survey feel very strongly about the
strength of our program and it’s benefit to them as artists, students and professionals. It also shows that our students
thrive in the diversity of our community college classroom and that they want to continue to learn beyond the
limitations that the Repeatability Law as set in place. In addition all of this data clearly shows us that our success as
a program is dependent upon this age group because they are the highest number of students enrolling and continuing
to take all the studio art classes that the Merritt Art department offers. We need a curriculum solution that will better
serve this population of our community and are currently researching adult education possibilities through the
California Adult Education Program. The hope is to create adult education classes that mirror and run concurrently
our current offerings.

Merritt Art Studio Classes

Assessment – Instructional
Student Learning Outcomes Assessment
List your Student Learning Outcomes
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Art 1 Introduction to Art History
From Mark Leavitt’s syllabus:
1.
2.
3.

Students will be able to differentiate between realistic, expressionistic, and abstract art.
Students will be able to discern the purpose of a work of art, differentiating between religious art, art
about history, and genre.
Students will be able to identify major works of art that have contributed to the art canon.

From Natasha Medvedev’s syllabus:
Outcome: 1. Students will be able to assess works of painting, sculpture, mixed media, performance, and
architecture and to describe and explain the basic principles and elements of art.
Outcome: 2. Students will demonstrate an understanding of art of different cultures and periods by considering key
art historical concepts including iconography, context, and meanings/purposes/functions of works of art.
Outcome: 3. Through written and/or hands-on projects, students will be able to describe, analyze and evaluate
works of art and make connections between the artworks and concepts studied in class and works of art from their
contemporary visual culture.
Art 4 Modern Art History
From Dianne Jones syllabus:
Describe and explain the basic principles and elements of art.
Identify specific 20th century art historical examples and explain how the artist’s work helped shift established art
toward abstraction, surrealism and conceptualism during this century.
Describe, analyze and evaluate a work of art.
Art 7 African American Art History
Identify, examine, and assess representative works of art and architecture from the art historical periods covered in
this course employing appropriate art historical terminology
Analyze, discuss, and differentiate works of art and architecture in terms of historical context and cultural values
Analyze, discuss, and distinguish the roles of art, architecture, and the artist from the art historical periods covered
in this course
Art 9 History of World Ceramics: Past and Present
Explain significant historical and cultural periods of ceramic art and how they influence contemporary ceramics.
Discuss and analyze the role of individual creative potential in human society through the medium of ceramics.
Prepare for advanced coursework in fine arts, graphic communications and the humanities.
Art 12 World Art History
1.
2.
3.

Identify a wide variety of styles in world art and compare and contrast the formal aspects of the styles.
Explain the representation of cultural values in the styles and relate the works to the cultures from which
they come.
Discuss universal aspects of the human condition and the differing approaches to them in world art.
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Art 15 California Art History
1.Discuss, analyze, explain and write about the role of images in establishing cultural identity and values and their
social and historical context in relationship to the biographies of their makers.
2.Formulate and articulate opinions on the continuous dialogue between cultures in California art – including
specific examples among Asian-American, European-American, Chicano/Latino-American, Native-American and
African-American cultures and examine the impact of ethnicity on artistic strategies.
3.Discuss and analyze examples of how artists of the cultures mentioned above survived, created, and resisted
negative definition by others to create successful cultural identities taking into account the cross-influences of
different artistic traditions in California from 1850 to 2000.
Art 20 Beginning Drawing and Composition
Accurately identify and successfully demonstrate fundamental use of a variety of drawing materials and
techniques.
Carefully Observe and successfully illustrate 3 dimensional objects and spaces.
Accurately evaluate, materials, techniques and compositions within individual works of art.
Art 21 Continuing Drawing and Composition
From Sheila Metcalf Tobin’s syllabus
1.
2.
3.

Continue to improve understanding and use of media like charcoal, graphite and ink.
Continue to improve observation based drawing and application of techniques including: contour line,
mark-making and value rendering.
Accurately evaluate materials, techniques and compositions within individual works of art.

Art 22 Intermediate Drawing and Composition
1. Design and produce a portfolio of drawings in multiple mediums and formats that successfully demonstrates:
experimentation with combinations of wet and dry mediums, non-traditional compositions, formats, surfaces and
materials.
2. Create descriptive and informative outline of goals for independent project(s).
3. Accurately evaluate effectiveness of composition within individual works of art.
Art 23 Advanced Drawing and Composition
Create descriptive and informative outline of goals and methods/materials for independent project(s).
Accurately evaluate materials, techniques and effectively describe compositions within individual works of art.
Design and produce a portfolio of drawings in multiple mediums and formats that successfully demonstrates:
Subjective and expressive uses of value, techniques and concepts of abstraction or non-objective art,
experimentation with combinations of wet and dry mediums, non-traditional compositions, formats, surfaces and
materials.
Art 24 Special Projects: Drawing and Composition
Create descriptive and informative outline of goals and methods/materials for independent project(s).
Determine effective long-term goals and plans for the development or continuation of a unique, individuated body
of work.
Deliver 10-15-minute oral presentation regarding working methods and content of own unique
body of work.
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Art 25 Beginning Figure Drawing and Composition
1. Convey the gesture, the position and expression of the body, when drawing the figure spontaneously in very
brief periods of time.
Illustrate the figure utilizing techniques of shading and modeling to successfully create the illusion of volume,
weight and mass.
Use relevant terminology in oral and/or written formats to accurately evaluate materials and techniques and
effectively describe compositions within individual works of art
Art 26 Continuing Figure Drawing and Composition
Demonstrate solid understanding of proportional relationships of the body’s parts to the whole.
Create drawings that successfully depict the figure in a variety of poses with foreshortened aspects.
Use relevant terminology in oral and/or written formats to accurately evaluate materials and techniques and
effectively describe compositions within individual works of art
Art 27 Intermediate Figure Drawing and Composition
Demonstrate solid understanding of proportional relationships of the body’s parts to the whole.
Develop expressive content through inventive manipulation of line, form, value, composition, and anatomical
proportions.
Use relevant terminology in oral and/or written formats to accurately evaluate materials and techniques and
effectively describe compositions within individual works of art
Art 28 Advanced Figure Drawing and Composition
Develop figurative compositions demonstrating use of line, value and knowledge anatomical proportions.
Use relevant terminology in oral and/or written formats to accurately evaluate materials and techniques and
effectively describe compositions within individual works of art
Communicate with clarity and precision using written language about themselves as artists and the work they are
making in an artist’s/project statement
Art 29 Special Projects: Figure Drawing and Composition
Determine effective long-term goals and plans for the development or continuation of a unique, individuated body
of work.
Develop and effectively communicate an oral presentation or demonstration on relevant topic for classmates
Communicate with clarity and precision using written language about themselves as artists and the work they are
making in an artist's/project statement.
Art 35 Beginning Portraiture
From Pablo Villicana’s syllabus:
1. Familiarity with a head schematic, its use and application. Understand and apply tools for measurement and
sizing and finding angles Draw proportions of the human head in graphite.
2. Apply various graphite pencil techniques to create lines, shading, and textures with descriptive and expressive
qualities.
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Art 36 Continuing Portraiture
1. Consistently capable of capturing a degree of likeness to the model. Draw specific proportions of a particular
head in graphite.
2. Apply a variety of techniques to create value with descriptive and expressive qualities. Illustrate specific
planes of shadow and light, using shading.
3. Anatomical familiarity with Head and upper torso, Demonstrate a familiarity with the structure of the human
face, neck, and shoulders.
Art 39: Special Projects: Portraiture
1. Consistently achieve a likeness of the model, including hair and clothing.
2. Demonstrate a consistent level of achievement in modeling the face
3. Exhibit a personal style and focus Demonstrate consistent technical proficiency in one media.
Art 40 Color
Demonstrate an understanding of color theory systems through successful completion of hands on projects.
Demonstrate idea generation, creative thinking, critical judgment and the employment of color theory concepts to
communicate ideas effectively through successful completion of hands on projects and participation in class
critiques
Create a portfolio of finished work clearly demonstrating mastery of concepts taught in Color Fundamentals.
Art 46 2D Design
1.
2.
3.

Identify and apply the fundamental elements of composition, including line, shape, color, texture, value,
space, and scale.
Create visual compositions and problem-solving projects that successfully incorporate the basic elements
and organizing principles of two-dimensional art.
Discuss and write a critical evaluation of two-dimensional art using the appropriate vocabulary and
terminology pertaining to the basic elements and organizing principles of two-dimensional art.

Art 47 3D Design
1. Identify and understand the formal elements and organizing principles of three dimensional design.
2. Demonstrate a working knowledge of the fundamentals of 3D design by producing objects, forms, and problem
solving projects that successfully incorporate the basic elements and organizing principles of three dimensional art.
3. Critique own work and the work of others through verbal communication in group settings and individually in a
written essay, applying appropriate terminology to the visual arts and three-dimensional design.
Art 50 Beginning Painting
Use painting materials and tools, appropriately and safely.
Demonstrate a beginning level understanding of the principles and elements of visual composition
Work from a variety of subject matter and techniques and styles to make paintings
Art 51 Continuing Painting
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Demonstrate an understanding of color theory and harmonies in choosing pigments and
using color relationships to create a desired expression.
Create paintings that use compositional elements and relationships to create a desired effect.
Art 52 Intermediate Painting
Paint pictures that demonstrate a consistency in mark making
Discuss cultural and historical styles. Identify and discuss cultural and historical painting styles in specific
examples
Compositional techniques. Identify and discuss compositional techniques in specific examples
Explain and justify their painting solutions
Art 53 Advanced Painting
1.Historical and cultural styles Identify and discuss cultural and historical painting styles in specific
examples
2: Compositional techniques Identify and discuss compositional techniques in specific examples
3: Finished painting projects Present finished projects that demonstrate their process of painting,
showing a greater clarity in personal imagery and
Art 54 Special Projects: Painting
1.Style and goals Evaluate personal style and set personal/professional goals.
2. Incorporate new elements in developing a personal style and focus
Art 60 Beginning Watercolor Painting
Use color theory, subtractive pigment mixing, and basic drawing skills to produce a series of paintings.
Demonstrate competence in a variety of basic watercolor techniques.
Art 61 Continuing Watercolor Painting
Distinguish and use color and value relationships, limited pigment palettes, and appropriate techniques to create
expressive paintings.
Analyze a variety of subject matter and apply compositional principles to

produce a balanced painting.

Art 62 Intermediate Watercolor Painting
Understand and use elements of color theory, design and composition to create a balanced, expressive painting.
Produce a portfolio of paintings which demonstrate technical competence appropriate for advancement to the next
level.
Art 63 Advanced Watercolor Painting
1. Identify and apply various watercolor techniques, color theory and design principles to create larger, more
complex watercolor paintings.
2. Use the associative and symbolic qualities of color to create expressive mood in watercolor paintings.
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3. Produce a portfolio of paintings which demonstrate technical competence appropriate for advancement to the
next level.
Art 64 Special Projects: Watercolor Painting
1. Evaluate personal style and set personal/professional goals, consulting with instructor.
2. Produce a portfolio of work for personal/professional use.
Art 66 Beginning Pastels
From Mark Leavitt’s syllabus
Students in Art 66 will demonstrate an understanding of color theory
and create a portfolio that shows their ability to successfully enter the
next level.
Art 67 Continuing Pastels
Students in Art 67 will use color &amp; technique to express harmonies, and distinguish between traditional
techniques, &amp; contemporary work.
Research on various artists, along with written assignments will add to
the students’ knowledge of the medium and its techniques.
Art 68 Special Projects: Pastels
Students of Art 68 will work with the instructor to establish &amp; continue
technique, and evaluate personal and professional goals within the medium.
Skill demonstration, student projects, and a portfolio review of work will
be required.
Art 80 Beginning Ceramics
1.Articulate, orally and/or in writing, interpretations of the ceramic medium viewed as an alternative method of
communication, principally as expressions of self, personal observations and perceptions, and other artistic
objectives.
2.Conceptualize, formulate and analyze strategies to manifest ideas into artworks in ceramics.
3.Demonstrate the basic skills and techniques necessary in the effective and safe use of tools and materials to
produce works of art.
Art 81 Continuing Ceramics
1.To be able to better articulate, orally and/or in writing, interpretations of the
ceramic medium viewed as an alternative method of communication, principally
as expressions of self, personal observations and perceptions, and other artistic
objectives.
2.To be able to better conceptualize, formulate and analyze strategies to manifest
ideas into artworks in ceramics.
3.Demonstrate skills and techniques necessary in the effective and safe
use of tools and materials to produce works of art.
Art 82 Intermediate Ceramics
1.To be able to better articulate, orally and/or in writing, interpretations of the
ceramic medium viewed as an alternative method of communication, principally
as expressions of self, personal observations and perceptions, and other artistic
objectives.
2.Conceptualize, formulate and analyze strategies to manifest ideas into advanced
level artworks in ceramics.
3.Demonstrate intermediate skills and techniques necessary in the effective and safe use of
tools and materials to produce intermediate level works of art.
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Art 83 Advanced Ceramics
1.To be able to articulate, orally and/or in writing, interpretations of the ceramic
medium viewed as an alternative method of communication, principally as
expressions of self, personal observations and perceptions, and other artistic
objectives.
2.Conceptualize, formulate and analyze strategies to manifest ideas into advanced
level artworks in ceramics.
3.Demonstrate the skills and techniques necessary in the effective and safe use of
tools and materials to produce advanced level works of art.
Art 84 Special Projects: Ceramics
1.To be able to better articulate, orally and/or in writing, interpretations of the
ceramic medium viewed as an alternative method of communication, principally
as expressions of self, personal observations and perceptions, and other artistic
objectives.
2.Conceptualize, formulate and analyze strategies to manifest ideas into advanced
level artworks in ceramics.
3.Demonstrate the skills and techniques necessary in the effective and safe use of
tools and materials to produce works of art.
Art 86 Special Projects: Alternative Firing Techniques
1.
2.
3.

Advance forming and surface design techniques.
Advance ceramic chemistry knowledge regarding glazes, underglazes and overglazes.
Explain and demonstrate all safety procedures in glazing and firing procedures

Art 88 Special Projects: Ceramic Sculpture
From Pamela Thomas’ syllabus:
Design advanced projects in ceramics, demonstrate knowledge of concepts and history in clay art practice, choose
appropriate clay bodies for sculpture, utilize different forming stages of clay, select correct tools and methods for
modeling and surface finishing, and employ a range of kiln firings.

Art 137 Beginning Figure Drawing
1.Convey the gesture, the position and expression of the body, when drawing the figure spontaneously in very
brief periods of time.
2.Illustrate the figure utilizing techniques of shading and modeling to successfully create the illusion of volume,
weight and mass.
Evaluate and critique class projects using relevant terminology in oral and/or written formats.
Art 166 Beginning Botanical Drawing
1.Use a range of graphite pencils with a variety of basic techniques to create drawings of simple plant material, with
an awareness of line, shape, form, value and texture.
Develop final composition of 3 or more botanical components using graphite pencil to demonstrate intentional use
of contour line, value rendering and mark-making.
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Use relevant terminology in oral and/or written formats to accurately evaluate materials and techniques and
effectively describe compositions within individual works of art
Art 167 Continuing Botanical Drawing
Work from increasingly complex botanical subject matter to develop skills in observation and rendering using
graphite pencils and colored drawing and/or watercolor materials and techniques.
Develop basic understanding and skills to create color wheel, color gradation scales and color blending.
Use relevant terminology in oral and/or written formats to accurately evaluate materials and techniques and
effectively describe compositions within individual works of art
Art 168 Advanced Botanical Drawing
1.Continue to develop and strengthen personal style, working from traditional and contemporary examples as well
as personal preference in subject matter, materials and techniques.
Demonstrate strong facility with creating complex compositions and/or mastery of chosen media and techniques in
preparatory sketches and final compositions.
Communicate with clarity and precision using written language about themselves as artists and the work they are
making in an artist’s/project statement
Art 169 Special Projects: Botanical Drawing
1. Determine and clearly articulate in writing effective long-term goals and plans for the development or
continuation of a unique, individuated body of work.
2. Communicate with clarity and precision using written language about themselves as artists and the work they are
making in an artist’s/project statement.
3.Develop and effectively communicate an oral presentation of work created as part of semester plan along with
artist/project statement to classmates at midterm and final critique sessions.
Art 187 Beginning Ceramic Sculpture
rom Pamela Thomas’ syllabus:
1.
2.
3.

Students will be able to select appropriate clay bodies for sculpture
Students will be able to identify the different forming stages of clay
Students will be able to choose appropriate tools and methods for sculpture modeling

Art 188 Continuing Ceramic Sculpture
1.
2.
3.

Students will be able to select appropriate clay bodies for sculpture at an intermediate level.
Students will be able to identify the different forming stags of clay at an intermediate level.
Students will be able to choose appropriate tools and methods for sculpture modeling at an intermediate
level.

Art 189 Advanced Ceramic Sculpture
1.
2.
3.

Utilize the properties of clay and glaze materials for complex projects.
Analyze, select and implement construction techniques for ceramic sculpture.
Identify, discuss and compare sculptural art movements from ancient through contemporary times.

Art 202 Fundamentals of Drawing
1.Observe and accurately render three-dimensional objects on a two-dimensional surface.
2.Organize spaces and objects within a drawing according to basic principles of design and
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composition.
3.Evaluate and critique class projects using relevant terminology in oral or written format.
Art 205 Fundamentals of Painting
1.Create paintings that evince a working knowledge of the physical properties of painting materials
2.Organize and apply the basic formal elements and principles of design in paintings.
3.Apply the principles of perceptually and theoretically based color theory to painting projects.
4.Assess and critique paintings in group, individual, and written contexts using relevant critique formats, concepts
and terminology.
Art 208 Fundamentals of Ceramics
Create three forms based on the cylinder on the pottery wheel.
Students will understand vocabulary intrinsic to the discipline.
Demonstrate knowledge of how to glaze Ceramic work properly by successfully glazing the bowls and cylinders
created for the other SLOs.
***All highlighted SLO’s are not currently in CurricuNet but were obtained from current

instructor’s syllabi.***

Were there any obstacles experienced during assessment? What worked well? (Mainly based on evidence
in the report, attach other evidence as necessary)
There are many obstacles to completing the Art department assessments. To begin our department, like many others,
is made up of primarily part time instructors, some of whom do not completely understand the assessment process
and /or barely participate. Part time instructors are not required to complete assessment as part of their contract so
as department chair all I can do is encourage and support. Historically there has been little support from the Division
Dean to reiterate requests for assessment plans etc. TaskStream itself was an obstacle to most instructors and the
high volume of SLO’s led to confusion when submitting assessment work to previous Division coordinators. Many
assessments were not recorded properly and in some cases not at all and that has resulted in the Art dept. record
being inaccurate and caused instructors to spend more time and energy than necessary. For example the assessments
provided by Ceramics instructor Tomoko Nakazato have not been recorded properly. As part of the preparation for
completing this APR I requested that she provide all the documentation she had of her assessment work. She
forwarded all of her assessments and stipend request or the 2015-16, 2016-17, 2017-18 cycles. I have forwarded all
to the current Assessment coordinator for Division 1 and two other members of the SLOAC committee.
The Art department also has many courses to be assessed because we offer concurrent sections of all of our studio
classes. This semester Spring 2019 we are offering 42 classes, each class has 2-4 SLO’s listed in the syllabus. If an
instructor is teaching a class with 5 sections running concurrently they are asked to assess 5 SLO’s per year for that
class. As the only full-time instructor in the Art department I teach 3 studio classes totally 15 sections per semester.
This means I am required to complete 15 assessments each year to stay compliant with the 3-year assessment cycle.
This amount far surpasses what other part-time and full-time faculty are asked to complete.
It has also been brought to my attention by several part time instructors that they have not been paid for their
assessment work even though they believe they have submitted all the paperwork necessary to receive the $100
stipend. This does not encourage instructors to continue to participate.
At the end of the last assessment cycle we had reached 100%. Participation overall has been steadily improving as
is shown in our current record, all instructors have submitted at least one assessment with exception to new spring
2019 faculty. All instructors include the course SLO’s in their syllabus and some submit assessment plans as
requested at the beginning of the semester. CurricuNet Meta is so much more user friendly, that with training our
part time faculty will be able to complete the work themselves.
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The SLO list above was created by going through individual syllabi and CurricuNet Meta. This list will be submitted
to the Division 1 Assessment Coordinator with the request to have all course SLO’s updated. Having current SLO’s
listed within CurricuNet Meta will make it easier for instructors to complete their assessments.
*The SLO’s for Art 1 and Art 4 are in the process of being reviewed by current faculty. The agreed upon SLO’s will
be submitted to the Division 1 coordinator as soon as possible.
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What percent of your programs have been assessed? (mainly based on evidence in the report, attach
other evidence as necessary; note: a complete program assessment means all Program Learning
Outcomes (PLOs) have been assessed for that program)
The Art department currently has 3 Certificates of Proficiency: Arts Foundation, Botanical Illustration and
Ceramics none of the 3 programs has been assessed. A proposal to change the Arts Foundation Certificate to a
Certificate of Achievement is has been approved and will be available in Fall 2019. We also have a Studio Arts
AA-T moving through the approval process with CIC.
Program assessment has been discussed by faculty on several occasions but nothing has been resolved as to how
we can perform assessment. Other programs have cap stone classes that allow for the collection of data to use for
the purpose of assessment, currently we do not. Another issue is the low number of students who complete the
existing certificates increasing the difficulty in assessing the program. Perhaps we can create a .5 or 1 unit section
to be incorporated for this purpose?
How has your dept. worked together on assessment (planning together)? Describe how your dept. works
well on assessment? Describe things that went well or obstacles. What aspects of assessment work went
especially well in your department and what improvements are most needed?
We discuss assessment at department and individual meetings and email correspondence. All the current information
is provided for part time instructors in the meeting agenda including how to contact the current Division 1
Assessment Coordinator. Assessment plans are requested at the beginning of each semester. But this approach has
not been very successful.
Our department needs to increase participation in the assessment process. We need a process that is built into our
semester with guidelines and deadlines clearly established to support this work getting accomplished. Can SLOAC
create a deadline for these to be submitted each semester? Can the Division 1 Dean support this process with requests
sent to faculty who are not responsive? Part time instructors need group and/or individual training opportunities to
learn how to use CurricuNet Meta beyond the one offering during flex day. Perhaps a document that is similar to
the CIC template for the 3-year review process could be created for the Department and each semester SLO
assessments are assigned rather than chosen by the individual instructors? I would also like to suggest that Division
coordinators reach out to specific faculty to support them in doing their assessment work and/or collaborate with
department chairs to identify faculty that need support and arrange for faculty to be contacted and scheduled for
training or review of assessment process.
Collaboration
Within the last 2 years the Art department has begun to offer multiple sections of Art 1. The instructors who are
currently teaching the course have been responsive to working together and a plan is in place for them to collaborate
to create standard SLO’s. All of our studio classes are taught by only one instructor with the exception of Art 81 and
Art 84 ceramics courses. These instructors will be asked to collaborate on assessment.
Leadership Roles
As department chair I have attempted to provide leadership for faculty to engage in the assessment process with
limited success. I can certainly improve my approach but I am limited in my capacity as I mentioned because the
assessment has not been sincerely institutionalized as a process we can be held truly accountable for. I have
witnessed good leadership from our campus SLOAC committee over the last several years and have benefited from
campus wide campaigns to improve and incorporate the assessment process and collaborative assessment of ILO’s
but I believe some faculty do not respond because they are not truly required by contract to complete this work.
Perhaps ACCJC can lead the way to a solution?

Planning Process
This is an area of weakness that needs improvement. In answering the questions contained in this APR several
ideas have occurred to me that would hopefully lead to an improved planning process. First create a master
spreadsheet of all SLO’s (including full written version of SLO not just it’s number) with the date it was last
assessed and by whom. Work with faculty at department and individual meetings to assign assessments each
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semester rather than leaving it to individual faculty to decide. Request and provide deadlines for assessment
plans(this is already being done). Create a master calendar for submitting SLO assessments each semester.

Dept. meetings for Collaboration
Department meetings have not been scheduled for collaboration due to afore mentioned detail that most of our
classes are only taught by one instructor.
Data Analysis

What were the most important things your department learned from assessment? Did implementation of
your action plans result in better student learning? In other words, how has your department used the
results of assessment to improve student learning and/or curriculum? Please be as detailed as possible.
Yes, the implementation of action plans has led to better student learning.
Example:
Art 24 Special Projects: Drawing and Composition
Art 29 Special Projects: Figure Drawing
Art 166 Special Projects: Botanical Drawing
SLO: 1. Determine and clearly articulate in writing effective long-term goals and plans for the

development or continuation of a unique, individuated body of work.
Assessed Spring 2017
Action plan:

Provide student examples with permission from former students. Provide
resources from experts on goal setting, planning and creativity.

As part of taking action to improve student outcomes I created a checklist to guide students in the
creation of their individual semester timelines. This has served to improve student understanding,
participation and success.

Special Projects: creating your own curriculum checklist.
Name:

Semester:

Goal(s):

Begin with your large goals for the semester then break them down into the
steps you will need to take in order to achieve them. Making daily and/or
weekly progress will help to keep you positive and moving toward that bigger
goal.
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Describe your semester Project(s)

Include details about your project ideas. What is your subject(s)? How many
drawings will you complete? What size is the drawing(s)?

Medium(s)

List what you know you will use, paper, pencils etc. You can always add more
if your project changes in some way.

Technique(s)

List what you know you will do. You can always add more if your project
changes in some way.

Personal Project Statement

Write out your vision for you project. Include description of your ideal
results. What will you draw and/or illustrate? What mediums and techniques
will you use?

Inspirations

What is your motivation in creating your work this semester? Include ideas and
imagery including your own photos or drawings or the work of other artists etc.

Timeline

Create a week by week schedule for your work this semester using the
template on the back of this form or create your own. Include how you intend to
use each class period starting with the 2nd week of classes. Include midterm
and finals in your timeline.

Class Presentation

Choose and element of your personal project(s) to discuss and/or
demonstrate. What techniques are you using? What/Who inspired your
project?

Midterm Review
Final Review

Does your department participate in the assessment of multidisciplinary programs? If Yes, describe your
department's participation and what you learned from the assessment of the program that was applicable
to your own discipline.
To date the Art department has not participated in the assessment of multidisciplinary programs.
Does your department participate in your college's Institutional Learning Outcomes (ILOs) assessment? If
Yes, please describe your departments participation in assessing Institutional Learning Outcomes.
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Yes, the Art departments one full time faculty member participated in the assessment of the college’s ILO’s for Civic
Engagement and Ethics and Communication in the last 3-year cycle of assessment. Part time faculty were made
aware of and encouraged to participate by sharing examples from their classes but none were submitted.
What support does your department need from administrators, assessment coordinators and/or your
campus assessment committee to continue to make progress in assessment of outcomes and
implementation of action plans?
While many improvements have been made to the process for submitting assessment work over the last several years
it is still very difficult to get consistent, reliable and effective participation from adjunct faculty. In efforts to collect
assessment plans and complete assessments I have found that many instructors do not participate or even respond to
my requests and some clearly do not understand even the basic implementation of SLO’s in their syllabus. We need
a process that is built into our semester with guidelines and deadlines clearly established to support this work getting
accomplished.
Can SLOAC create a timeline for these to be submitted each semester? Can the Division 1 Dean support this process
with requests sent to faculty who are not responsive? Part time instructors need group and/or individual training
opportunities to learn how to use CurricuNet Meta beyond the one offering during flex day. Perhaps a document
that is similar to the CIC template for the 3-year review process could be created for the Department and each
semester SLO assessments are assigned rather than chosen by the individual instructors? I would also like to suggest
that Division coordinators reach out to specific faculty to support them in doing their assessment work and/or
collaborate with department chairs to identify faculty that need support and arrange for faculty to be contacted and
scheduled for training or review of assessment process.
Please verify the mission statement for your program. If there is no mission statement listed, please add it
here.
Program Mission: Merritt’s Art Department seeks to maintain its reputation for educational excellence while
embracing and incorporating contemporary culture, materials and methods. We engage students of different ages,
genders, ethnicities, life experiences and artistic awareness in developing a creative intelligence through exposure
to the history and practice of visual arts. Through classroom instruction, we advance students’ knowledge of human
aesthetics, awareness of sensory information, strategies for creative problem solving, and give them the technical
skills to function successfully as artists in the community, in a variety of ways both traditional and nontraditional.
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Course Completion

Course Completion Power BI Dashboard
Consider your course completion rates over the past three years (% of student who earned a grade of "C"
or better).
Use the filters on the top and right of the graphs to disaggregate your program or discipline data. When
disaggregated, are there any groups whose course completion rate falls more than 3% points below the
discipline average? If so, indicate yes and explain what your department is doing to address the
disproportionate impact for the group.
Age
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All Course Offerings

Studio Classes
Majority of students are 65 and over.

Art History Classes
Majority of students who enrolled in Art History classes are between 19-24.
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All Course Offerings

Art History Offerings
Majority of students are Hispanic, Black/African American and Asian.

Studio Art Offerings
Majority of students are White.
Gender

All Art Department Offerings
Foster Youth Status
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2017-2018: 67% Completion Rate
Total students:3
Disability Status
2017-2018: 81% Completion Rate
Total students: 13
Low Income Status
2017-2018: 72% Completion Rate
Total students: 200
Veteran Status
2017-2018: 100% Completion Rate
Total students: 3
Consider your course completion rates over the past three years by mode of instruction. What do you
observe?
Face-to-Face

Face to Face: 2017-2018
Art 1 Introduction to Art History has a lower retention rate than Art 1 Online
Hybrid
N/A

100% Online

Hybrid: 2017-2018
Art 1 Online 2017-2018 has higher retention rate than Art 1 Face to Face.
Dual Enrollment
N/A
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Day time

Fall 2015 – Spring 2018: Day time Studio Classes
Evening

Fall 2015 – Spring 2018: Evening Studio Classes
How do the course completion rates for your program or discipline compare to your college's InstitutionSet Standard for course completion?

Fall 2015 – Spring 2018: College vs. ART Completion and Retention Rates
How do the department's Hybrid course completion rates compare to the college course completion
standard?

Are there differences in course completion rates between face to face and Distance Education/hybrid
courses? If so, how does the discipline, department or program deal with this situation? How do you
assess the overall effectiveness of Distance Education/hybrid course?
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Our current offerings for Art 1 include only 1 face to face section vs. anywhere from 2 to 6 Online sections but
with the data provided the Online sections have higher completion and retention rates. This is the first
opportunity to review this data.
Describe the course retention rates over the last three years. If your college has an Institution-Set
Standard for course retention, how does your program or discipline course retention rates compare to the
standard?

The Art department completion rate of 76-78% over the last three years is consistently above the college’s
current Institution-Set Standard of 67%.
What has the discipline, department, or program done to improve course completion and retention rates?
Efforts are made by Art department faculty to offer support through various means including: assessing
and improving course content to improve accessibility, understanding and useful, where possible using free
OER in our Online courses, creating classroom standards that make art accessible and inclusive for all,
creating materials list that are reasonably priced and available for purchase with student discounts through
local art stores, maintaining faculty office hours to support student learning, encouraging and supporting
advanced students to act as student ambassadors for beginning students, supporting student art
association in their efforts to create scholarships and art materials donation drives.

Degrees & Certificates Conferred
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Degrees & Certificates Power BI dashboard
What has the discipline, department, or program done to improve the number of degrees and certificates
awarded? Include the number of degrees and certificates awarded by year, for the past three years.

Over the next 3 years, will you be focusing on increasing the number of degrees and certificates awarded?
Yes.
The Art department chair will work over the next 3 years to update and change our current 3 Certificates
of Proficiency to Certificates of Achievement. The Arts Foundation Certificate of Achievement has
already been approved and will be published in this year’s catalog. In addition the Art department chair
is working to finalize all details to complete the proposal in review for a Studio Arts Transfer Degree.
What is planned for the next 3 years to increase the number of certificates and degrees awarded?
Most of our students are self-selecting their course of study for life enrichment purposes so are not seeking
certification or degrees. However we do have a few students each year who wish to complete one or more of our
certificate offerings and/or pursue the Studio Arts AA-T at Merritt as opposed to one of the other Peralta Colleges.
When approved our Studio Arts AA-T will be promoted via the Arts Department Web Page and Merritt College
catalog. Other efforts to advertise will be made but research needs to be conducted to discover what would be the
best use of time and money.
Engagement
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Discuss how faculty and staff have engaged in institutional efforts such as committees, presentations, and
departmental activities. Please list the committees that full-time faculty participate in.
Currently the Art departments one full time faculty holds the elected positions of Arts Department co-chair, FAS
academic senator and PFT co – rep sitting on the executive council and participating in 2 meetings per month for
both. In addition, the same full-time faculty person participated in two of SLOAC’s assessment campaigns of the
college’s ILO’s.
Discuss how faculty and staff have engaged in community activities, partnerships and/or collaborations.
Both faculty and staff are engaged in community activities through their regular support of student exhibitions as
well as their participation in faculty and staff exhibitions.
We regularly organize and support public exhibitions in the S352 shell/gallery space such as exhibitions
commemorating the 50th Anniversary of the Black Panther Party and a photo exhibition of the Women’s March on
Washington. Both exhibits include open calls for entry to campus constituents.
Recently full-time faculty began collaborating with the new Natural History program to support their curriculum
offerings to include Botanical Drawing.
Online art history instructors are collaborating and sharing resources to embrace and support the college’s
campaign to provide free Online Educational Resources.
Long time collaboration is also evidenced in the Botanical Illustration Certificate of Proficiency achieved by
successfully completing both Art and Horticulture core requirements.
Another 30-year collaboration continues to thrive between the Bay Area Model’s Guild and our Art department.
Each semester 1 or 2 public Drawing Marathons are offered in our A122 studio classroom. The event is always
well attended.

Discuss how adjunct faculty members are included in departmental training, discussions, and decisionmaking.
Adjunct faculty are made aware of opportunities and/or requirements to participate in trainings, community
activities, partnerships and collaborations via announcements at department meetings, sharing of department
meeting agendas and meeting minutes via email, forwarding email announcements to personal email addresses
and one on one conversation in scheduled or informal meetings.

Prioritized Resource Requests Summary
In the boxes below, please add resource requests for your program. If there are no resource requested,
leave the boxes blank.
Estimated
Estimated
Total
Annual
Annual
Resource Category
Description/Justification
Estimated
Salary Costs
Benefits
Cost
Costs
Personnel: Classified Staff

Personnel: Student Worker
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Personnel: Part Time Faculty

1-2 positions to teach
new courses Art 3 and Art
46

10,000

Personnel: Full Time Faculty

Resource Category
Professional Development:
Department wide PD needed

Description/Justification

Total
Estimated
Cost

Assessment Training including use of CurricuNet Meta
*perhaps this should be offered by the District rather
than left to individual campuses.

Professional Development:
Personal/Individual PD needed

Prioritized Resource Requests Summary - Continued
Resource Category

Description/Justification

Supplies: Software

Regular updates of software on both office and
classroom computers are necessary for full and reliable
functionality.

Supplies: Books, Magazines,
and/or Periodicals

Books to support classroom activities including current
texts being used by instructors as guides for
coursework, Master Copy assignments and identifying
and practicing specific techniques would be beneficial to
add to the Merritt Library collections. Bibliographies are
included in syllabi and assignment handouts to
encourage students to further pursue course content.

Total
Estimated
Cost

10,000
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Supplies: Instructional
Supplies

PACON WHITE UTILITY PAPER ROLL 36”
ITEM # 11502-1009
$59.85EA

2

$119.70

PACON NATURAL KRAFT PAPER 36”
11503-8009
$45.86EA

2

$91.72

Supplies: Non-Instructional
Supplies
Supplies: Library Collections

Resource Category
Technology & Equipment: New

Total
Estimated
Cost

Description/Justification

STANDING PAPER ROLL RACKS 2 ROLL UNIT
12913-1036 $176.67EA
2
$353.34
DAYLIGHT NATURALIGHT MAGNIFYING TABLE LAMP
55191-1010
$32.34
35
$1,131.90
12W Replacement Circular Tube, 6500K
55191-1012
$17.00
35
$595.00
Bookshelves to house growing Art department
collection.
(Probably to be acquired from campus storage)

Technology & Equipment:
Replacement

GBC Classiccut Ingento Maple Cutters
Item # 57108-1005
$345EA
2

$690
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Prioritized Resource Requests Summary - Continued
Resource Category

Description/Justification

Total
Estimated
Cost

Description/Justification

Total
Estimated
Cost

Description/Justification

Total
Estimated
Cost

Facilities: Classrooms

Facilities: Offices

Facilities: Labs

Facilities: Other

Resource Category
Library: Library materials

Library: Library collections

Resource Category
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OTHER
Live models for figure drawing and
portraiture classes

Necessary for the study of proportion and anatomy.
Bay Area Models Guild will raise their hourly rate of pay
to $31 per hour with a minimum requirement of 3 hours
($93) per booking.

$5300
figure
drawing
$1800
portraiture
annually
total: 7,100
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